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the owls hen larks and their nests in his beard are among the fey fauna and peculiar persons inhabiting the uniquely inspired nonsense rhymes and drawings of lear 20th
child of a london stockbroker whose book of nonsense first published in 1846 stands alone as the ultimate and most loved expression in english of freewheeling benign
and unconstricted merriment one of the founding documents of western culture and the only surviving ancient greek trilogy the oresteia of aeschylus is one of the
great tragedies of all time the three plays of the oresteia portray the bloody events that follow the victorious return of king agamemnon from the trojan war at
the start of which he had sacrificed his daughter iphigeneia to secure divine favor after iphi geneia s mother clytemnestra kills her husband in revenge she in turn is
murdered by their son orestes with his sister electra s encouragement orestes is pursued by the furies and put on trial his fate decided by the goddess athena far more
than the story of murder and ven geance in the royal house of atreus the oresteia serves as a dramatic parable of the evolution of justice and civilization that is
still powerful after 2 500 years the trilogy is presented here in george thomson s classic translation renowned for its fidelity to the rhythms and richness of the
original greek what is the point of living if we are all going to die anyway if nothing will remain of whatever we achieve in this life why should we bother trying to
achieve anything in the first place can we be mortal and still live a meaningful life questions such as these have been asked for a long time but nobody has found a
conclusive answer yet the connection between death and meaning however has taken centre stage in the philosophical and literary work of some of the world s
greatest writers fyodor dostoyevsky leo tolstoy soren kierkegaard arthur schopenhauer herman melville friedrich nietzsche william james ludwig wittgenstein marcel
proust and albert camus this book explores their ideas weaving a rich tapestry of concepts voices and images helping the reader to understand the concerns at the
heart of those writers work and uncovering common themes and stark contrasts in their understanding of what kind of world we live in and what really matters in
life easily the most influential book published in the nineteenth century darwin s the origin of species is also that most unusual phenomenon an altogether readable
discussion of a scientific subject on its appearance in 1859 it was immediately recognized by enthusiasts and detractors alike as a work of the greatest importance
its revolutionary theory of evolution by means of natural selection provoked a furious reaction that continues to this day the origin of species is here published
together with darwin s earlier voyage of the beagle this 1839 account of the journeys to south america and the pacific islands that first put darwin on the track
of his remarkable theories derives an added charm from his vivid description of his travels in exotic places and his eye for the piquant detail the total number of
everyman s library volumes that still survive somewhere in the world exceeds 70 million since the inception of the library in 1906 nearly 1200 unique volumes have
been published constantly placing the world s greatest books before a large public a few of these titles proved unpopular and were never reprinted but most were
reprinted dozens of times packaged in numerous ways and benefited from updated editorial work and book design over the last century terry seymour has studied and
researched every aspect of this great mass of books he now captures and distills this knowledge in a printing history of everyman s library 1906 1982 a critical
feature of course is to update the various collecting factoids that have emerged since 2005 when his guide to collecting everyman s library was published the meat
of the new book however is the bibliographical entries section each volume that has ever been printed receives its own entry detailing every printing each dust jacket
variation any new introductions updated scarcity numbers and all relevant notes typically an entry contains at least six lines of information but often much more
in essence each entry is a story written exclusively about each volume armed with this resource collectors and booksellers can know reliably everything about the
everyman s library volume that sits on their shelf or is ready to be purchased or sold they will see how a book fits into the total printing history of that title and
be able to describe and value the book with precision to further enhance the value of this book color images illustrate all of the key collecting points an extensive
index of editors translators and artists is now included not just a solo effort the printing history has been vetted by other expert collectors ensuring greater
accuracy and comprehensiveness this generous collection of fifty two stories selected from across her prolific career by the author includes a preface in which she
discusses the sources of her art a widely admired master of the short story mavis gallant was a canadian born writer who lived in france and died in 2014 at the
age of ninety one her more than one hundred stories most published in the new yorker over five decades beginning in 1951 have influenced generations of writers and
earned her comparisons to anton chekhov henry james and george eliot she has been hailed by michael ondaatje as one of the great story writers of our time with irony
and an unfailing eye for the telling detail gallant weaves stories of spare complexity often pushing the boundaries of the form in boldly unconventional directions
the settings in the collected stories range from paris to berlin to switzerland from the italian riviera to the c�te d azur and her characters are almost all exiles of
one sort or another as she herself was for most of her expatriate life the wit and precision of her prose combined with her expansive view of humanity provide a rare
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and deep reading pleasure with breathtaking control and compression gallant delivers a whole life a whole world in each story if william shakespeare had never
written a single play if his reputation rested entirely upon the substantial and sterling body of nondramatic verse he left behind he would still hold the position he
does in the hierarchy of world literature the strikingly modern sonnets intimate baroque and expansive at once the invigorating narratives drawn from classical
subjects and the flawless lyricism represented by a poem like the phoenix and the turtle permanently deepen our understanding of the multiplicity and extravagant
energy of our greatest poet book jacket status not jacketed in this landmark contribution to the study of the formation of the modern school daniel tr�hler applies
one of the most recognized methods of historical research to an analysis of the language of the academic discipline of education arguing the value of looking at
languages rather than arguments langues rather than paroles this method of historical research is used to examine the background of different philosophies theories
or arguments of education specifically republicanism and protestantism tr�hler s argument is that such analysis is essential to tracing back educational arguments
to the ideological core of their concerns and thus to understanding in international perspective the historical development of education systems and organizations
and to evaluating their different theoretical and political approaches and claims elegantly written with the historian s attention to archival material this book
enables the reader to understand the complex and different social cultural religious and political context factors embedded in the thought of schooling and its
objects of scrutiny its notions of the child and teacher languages of education is essential reading for scholars and students across the fields of history and
philosophy of education curriculum studies and comparative education a selection of the best of the hilarious free verse poems by the irreverent cockroach poet
archy and his alley cat pal mehitabel don marquis s famous fictional insect appeared in his newspaper columns from 1916 into the 1930s and he has delighted
generations of readers ever since a poet in a former life archy was reincarnated as a bug who expresses himself by diving headfirst onto a typewriter his sidekick
mehitabel is a streetwise feline who claims to have been cleopatra in a previous life as e b white wrote in his now classic introduction the archy poems contain cosmic
reverberations along with high comedy and have the jewel like perfection of poetry adorned with george herriman s whimsical illustrations and including white s
introduction our pocket poets selection the only hardcover archy and mehitabel in print is a beautiful volume and perfectly sized for its tiny hero robert is a
difficult and disturbed young man he turns to his calvinist faith for solace but finds it hard to get along with other people after he falls in with the mysterious and
charming gil martin his actions become more and more extreme he convinces himself that he is one of the chosen few and that therefore all his actions are right and
good even murder james hogg the ettrick shepherd was a poet novelist and farmer whose work was discovered by sir walter scott and admired by writers as different
as wordsworth and byron his most famous book the confessions of a justified sinner 1824 is striking in its use of calvinist doctrine demonology and a highly modern
psychological perception to tell the story of the criminal colwan deluded by occult forces into thinking he represents an instrument of divine justice and vengeance
introduction by roger lewis book jacket status not jacketed the roman emperor marcus aurelius antoninus a d 121 180 embodied in his person that deeply cherished
ideal figure of antiquity the philosopher king his meditations are not only one of the most important expressions of the stoic philosophy of his time but also an
enduringly inspiring guide to living a good and just life written in moments snatched from military campaigns and the rigors of politics these ethical and spiritual
reflections reveal a mind of exceptional clarity and originality and a spirit attuned to both the particulars of human destiny and the vast patterns that underlie it
rousseau s ideas have influenced almost every major political development of the last two hundred years and are crucial to an understanding of phenomena as diverse
as the french revolution modern educational theory and the contemporary environmental movement this is reason enough to draw attention to his startlingly alive
autobiography but the confessions is also among the greatest self portraits in world literature which suggests even more than the impact of rousseau s thought
the extent to which the very high opinion he had of himself was ultimately justified an everyman s library hardcover classic ivan goncharov s 1859 masterpiece a
magnificent farce about a gentleman who spends the better part of his life in bed brilliantly employs humor to explore the absurdities and injustices of an outmoded
social order ilya ilyich oblomov is a good hearted nobleman whose majestic slothfulness renders him incapable of making decisions or taking the simplest of actions
raised in idyllic comfort on his family s country estate he has become so lazy as an adult that he lets his affairs deteriorate and allows unscrupulous people to
take advantage of his weakness and good nature living in a shabby apartment and tended by his indolent serf zahar he relies on the efforts of his increasingly
exasperated friend stolz to protect him from himself falling in love briefly rouses oblomov to exert himself in courting olga a young woman stoltz introduces him to
but his astonishing lethargy eventually defeats even their romance wildly successful upon its publication oblomov was taken as a slyly subversive indictment of
the uselessness and corruption of the nobility but the character of goncharov s superfluous man is rendered in such vivid detail and epic richness that it transcends
satire and achieves iconic status earning a place among the masterworks of russian literature translated by natalie duddington book jacket status not jacketed
from one of the most influential english poets of all time comes a selection of his most widely regarded work including portions of paradise lost his masterpiece and
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one of the greatest epic poems in world literature the everyman s library pocket poets hardcover series is popular for its compact size and reasonable price which
does not compromise content poems milton contains selections from milton s work including sonnets occasional poems portions of comus samson agonistes as well
as books i xii of paradise lost these everyman s library pocket poets hardcover editions are popular for their compact size and reasonable price which do not
compromise content poems rossetti contains a full selection of rossetti s work including her lyric poems dramatic and narrative poems rhymes and riddles sonnet
sequences prayers and meditations and an index of first lines immensely learned self educated in an era when formal schooling was denied to women mary wortley
montagu was an admired poet a consistently scandalous doyenne of eighteenth century london society and in a period when letter writing had been elevated to an art
form one of the greatest letter writers in the english language her epistles meant for both public and private consumption are the product of a mind distinguished by
its adventurousness its indifference to convention and its eagerness not only to acquire knowledge but to convey it with unmitigated style and grace book jacket
status not jacketed poe s poems have been memorized and recited by millions among his best loved works are the raven with its hypnotic chant of nevermore and the
sensuous and lyrical annabel lee this collection includes all of poe s most popular rhymes edwin arlington robinson 1869 1935 a three time winner of the pulitzer
prize was the first of the great american modernist poets no poet ever understood loneliness and separateness better than robinson james dickey has observed robinson
s lyric poems illuminate the hearts and minds of the most unlikely subjects the downtrodden the bereft and the misunderstood even while writing in meter and rhyme he
used everyday language with unprecedented power wit and sensitivity with his keen understanding of ordinary people and a gift for harnessing the rhythms of
conversational speech robinson created the vivid character portraits for which he is best known among them aunt imogen isaac and archibald miniver cheevy and
richard cory most of his poems are set in the fictive tilbury town based on his boyhood home of gardiner maine but his work reaches far beyond its particular locality
in its focus on struggle and redemption in human experience ralph waldo emerson is one of the best loved figures in nineteenth century american literature though he
earned his central place in our culture as an essayist and philosopher since his death his reputation as a poet has grown as well known for challenging traditional
thought and for his faith in the individual emerson was the chief spokesman for the transcendentalist movement his poems speak to his most passionately held belief
that external authority should be disregarded in favor of one s own experience from the embattled farmers who fired the shot heard round the world in the stirring
concord hymn to the flower in the rhodora whose existence demonstrates that if eyes were made for seeing then beauty is its own excuse for being emerson celebrates
the existence of the sublime in the human and in nature combining intensity of feeling with his famous idealism emerson s poems reveal a moving more intimate side of the
man revered as the sage of concord alfred lord tennyson was a more complex writer than his status as queen victoria s favorite poet might suggest though capable
of rendering rapture and delight in the most exquisite verse in another mode tennyson is brother in spirit to poe and baudelaire the author of dark passionate reveries
and though he treasured poetic tradition his work nevertheless engaged directly with the great issues of his time from industrialization and the crisis of faith to
scientific progress and women s rights a master of the short intense lyric he can also be sardonic humorous voluptuous earthy and satirical this collection includes
of course such famous poems as the lady of shalott and the charge of the light brigade there are extracts from all the major masterpieces idylls of the king the
princess in memoriam and several complete long poems such as ulysses and demeter and persephone that demonstrate his narrative grace finally there are many of the
short lyrical poems such as come into the garden maud and break break break for which he is justly celebrated the everyman s library pocket poets hardcover series is
popular for its compact size and reasonable price which does not compromise content poems shakespeare contains selections from shakespeare s work including his
sonnets his narrative poems venus and adonis and the rape of lucrece songs and speeches and an index of first lines these everyman s library pocket poets hardcover
editions are popular for their compact size and reasonable price which do not compromise content poems keats contains a full selection of keats s work including his
lyric poems narrative poems letters and an index of first lines memoirs of a nun which began as a joke and grew into a masterpiece was one of the loudest salvos fired
in the continuing battles between the clergy and the intelligentsia which defined so much of eighteenth century french history diderot s story of a novice held in a
convent against her will and forced to undergo curious spiritual and sexual trials displays all the brilliance icy wit and worldliness of the enlightenment at its
best the everyman s library pocket poets hardcover series is popular for its compact size and reasonable price which does not compromise content poems donne
contains songs and sonnets letters to the countess of bedford the first anniversary holy sonnets divine poems excerpts from paradoxes and problems ignatius his
conclave the sermons essays and devotions and an index of first lines one of the grestest of the classic russian novels this universal tale of generational conflict is
set at a moment of historic social upheaval just before the emancipation of the serfs in 1861 when arkady kirsanov returns home from university his father and uncle
find to their bafflement and dismay that the naive and impressionable young man has come under the sway of the charismatic new friend he brings with him a fervent
nihilist yevgeny bazarov passionately rejects traditional values and authority and wants to overturn the oppressive landowning system that supports russian
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society and his own parents as bazarov provokes the disapproval of his elders falls unsuccessfully in love and fights a duel he moves like a storm cloud through
this sensuous dramatically paced account of russia on the brink of change ivan turgenev s greatest fictional character is as compelling and as enigmatic as the
country whose turmoil he so vividly represents introduction by john bayley translation by avril pyman first published in 1885 stevenson s verses so truly reflect
the feelings of young children about being small the bliss of going up in a swing so high discovering one s shadow happiness and sorrow and dreaming that they have
never ceased to be an essential part of a child s library robinson s beautiful pictures originally appeared in 1896 in the first illustrated edition encompassing a period
of almost fifty years the stories of henry james represent the most remarkable feat of sustained literary creation in modern times for sheer richness variety and
intensity they have no equal in fiction enabling us to trace the evolution of a great writer in the finest detail this collection reprints all the major stories together
with many unfamiliar but equally intriguing pieces that illuminate their more celebrated companions volume 2 takes us from the private life of 1892 to james s last
story a round of visits published in 1910 these are the magnificent works of james s maturity the death of the lion the altar of the dead the figure in the carpet the
turn of the screw in the cage the beast in the jungle and many others in which the deepening darkness of the author s life casts a tragic but heroic shadow on the
themes of his youth contents of volume 2 the private life the real thing owen wingrave the middle years the death of the lion the coxon fund the next time the altar
of the dead the figure in the carpet the turn of the screw in the cage the real right thing the great good place miss gunton of poughkeepsie the abasement of the
northmores the special type the tone of time the two faces the beldonald holbein the story in it flickerbridge the beast in the jungle the papers fordham castle julia
bride the jolly corner crapy cornelia the bench of desolation a round of visits in his introduction to the everyman s library edition of the old testament in the king
james version george steiner reminds us of the literary grandeur uniqueness and centrality of the bible what you have in hand is not a book it is the book that of
course is what bible means it is the book which not only in western humanity defines the concept of a text all our other books however different in matter or method
relate be it indirectly to this book of books all other books be they histories narrations of the imaginary codes of law moral treatises lyric poems dramatic
dialogues theological philosophic meditations are like sparks often to be sure distant tossed by an incessant breath from a central fire in the western condition but
also in other parts of the planet to which the good book has been taken the bible largely informs our historical and social identity no other book is like it all other
books are inhabited by the murmer of that distant source steiner underlines as well our great good fortune in being able to read the bible which has been translated in
whole or in part into more than two thousand languages in the resplendent language of seventeenth century england this is the instrument of spenser of shakespeare
of bacon of donne and the young milton it encompasses the organblasts of the queen s rhetoric sidney s intimacies of desire the lapidary lightness of ben jonson and the
compaction of the early metaphysical poets it can command seduce enchant and think aloud as never before or since there could not have been a moment a climate of
feeling and general discourse more apt to engender the two foremost constructs in the language shakespeare and the king james version american education is in a funk
and it has been since the very start of the covid19 epidemic during the 4th quarter of the 2019 20 school year when schools across the country closed up shop or
turned to what proved to be inadequate virtual learning methods as if this weren t alarming enough much of the malaise that set in then has yet to dissipate teacher
shortages lingering and unremediated student learning loss a lack of substitute teachers and a dearth of applicants for para educators and other classified
employees stubbornly persist so how do we get back to the old days when there was still so much joy in coming to school each day the ancient yet surprisingly
modern philosophy of stoicism may hold the key even in today s increasingly diverse culture by examining the underlying principles and a set of practical techniques
from this philosophical school as outlined in this book school people teachers administrators teachers aides and others may very well find a way back to happiness
and tranquility in the profession they have always loved life in the market ecosystem the second book inthe nature of liberty trilogy confronts evolutionary
psychology head on it describes the evolutionary psychologists theory of gene culture co evolution which states that although customs and culture are not
predetermined by anyone s genetic makeup one s practice of a custom can influence the likelihood of that person having children and grandchildren therefore according
to the theory customs count as evolutionary adaptations extending that theory further as entire systems of political economy capitalism socialism and hunter
gatherer subsistence consist of multiple customs and institutions it follows that an entire political economic system can likewise be classified as an evolutionary
adaptation considering that liberal republican capitalism has insofar as the system has been implemented done more to reduce the mortality rate and secure human
fertility than other models of societal structure it stands to reason that liberal republican capitalism is itself a beneficent evolutionary adaptation moreover as
essential tenets of rand s objectivism individualism observation based rationality and peaceable self interest have been integral to the development of the capitalist
ecosystem important aspects of the objectivism are worthwhile adaptations as well this book shall uphold that position as well as combat critiques by
evolutionary psychologists and environmentalists who denounce capitalism as self destructive instead capitalism is the most sustainable and fairest political
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model this book argues that of all the philosophies objectivism is the one that is most fit for humanity publishers weekly starred review one of the top 100 books
and one of the 5 best books in religion for 2019 publishers weekly christianity today 2020 book award winner spiritual formation outreach 2020 resource of the
year spiritual growth foreword indies 2019 honorable mention for religion this is not a book about saint augustine in a way it s a book augustine has written
about each of us popular speaker and award winning author james k a smith has spent time on the road with augustine and he invites us to take this journey too for
this ancient african thinker knows far more about us than we might expect following smith s successful you are what you love this book shows how augustine can
be a pilgrim guide to a spirituality that meets the complicated world we live in augustine says smith is the patron saint of restless hearts a guide who has been there
asked our questions and knows our frustrations and failed pursuits augustine spent a lifetime searching for his heart s true home and he can help us find our way
what makes augustine a guide worth considering says smith is that he knows where home is where rest can be found what peace feels like even if it is sometimes
ephemeral and elusive along the way addressing believers and skeptics alike this book shows how augustine s timeless wisdom speaks to the worries and struggles of
contemporary life covering topics such as ambition sex friendship freedom parenthood and death as smith vividly and colorfully brings augustine to life for 21st
century readers he also offers a fresh articulation of christianity that speaks to our deepest hungers fears and hopes this collection explores how anthologizers
and editors of edgar allan poe play an integral role in shaping our conceptions of poe as the author we have come to recognize revere and critique today in the
spheres of literature and popular culture poe wields more global influence than any other u s author this influence however cannot be attributed solely to the
quality of poe s texts or to his compellingly tragic biography rather his continued prominence as a writer owes much to the ways that poe has been interpreted
portrayed and packaged by an extensive group of mediators ranging from anthologizers editors translators and fellow writers to literary critics filmmakers
musicians and illustrators in this volume the work of presenting poe s texts for public consumption becomes a fascinating object of study in its own right one that
highlights the powerful and often overlooked influence of those who have edited anthologized translated and adapted the author s writing over the past 170 years
bearing witness to the witness examines the different methods of testimony given by trauma victims and the ways in which these can enrich or undermine the ability of
the reader to witness them years of listening to both direct and indirect testimonies on trauma has lead dana amir to identify four modes of witnessing trauma the
metaphoric mode the metonymic mode the excessive mode and the muselmann mode in doing so the author demonstrates the importance of testimony in understanding the
nature of trauma and therefore how to respond to trauma more adequately in a clinical psychoanalytic setting to follow these four modes of interaction with the
traumatic memory the various chapters of the book present a close reading of three genres of traumatic witnessing literary accounts by holocaust survivors
memoirs located between autobiographic recollection and fiction and raw testimonies taken from holocaust survivors since every traumatic testimonial narrative
contains a combination of all four modes with various shifts between them it is of crucial importance to identify the singular combination of modes that
characterizes each traumatic narrative focusing on the specific areas within which a shift occurs from one mode to another such a focus is extremely important as
illustrated and analyzed throughout this book to the rehabilitation of the psychic metabolic system which conditions the digestion of traumatic materials allowing
a metaphoric working through of traumatic zones that were so far only accessible to repetition and evacuation bearing witness to the witness will appeal to
trauma researchers of all research areas including psychologists psychoanalysts literary scholars as well as philosophers of language and philosophers of the
mind the book will also be of interest and relevance to clinical psychologists psychoanalytic candidates and graduate students in literary theory and criticism the
complicit text failures of witnessing in postwar fiction identifies the causes of complicity in the face of unfolding atrocities by examining the works of albert camus
milan kunera kazuo ishiguro w g sebald thomas pynchon and margaret atwood ivan stacy argues that complicity often stems from narrative failures to bear witness
to wrongdoing however literary fiction he contends can at once embody and examine forms of complicity on three different levels as a theme within literary texts as
a narrative form and also as it implicates readers themselves through empathetic engagement with the text furthermore stacy questions what forms of non complicit
action are possible and explores the potential for productive forms of compromise stacy discusses both individual dilemmas of complicity in the shadow of world
war ii and collective complicity in the context of contemporary concerns such as the hegemony of neoliberalism and the climate emergency publishers in 160 countries
major booksellers and libraries
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A Book of Nonsense

2015-03-04

the owls hen larks and their nests in his beard are among the fey fauna and peculiar persons inhabiting the uniquely inspired nonsense rhymes and drawings of lear 20th
child of a london stockbroker whose book of nonsense first published in 1846 stands alone as the ultimate and most loved expression in english of freewheeling benign
and unconstricted merriment

The Oresteia

2014-08-06

one of the founding documents of western culture and the only surviving ancient greek trilogy the oresteia of aeschylus is one of the great tragedies of all time the
three plays of the oresteia portray the bloody events that follow the victorious return of king agamemnon from the trojan war at the start of which he had
sacrificed his daughter iphigeneia to secure divine favor after iphi geneia s mother clytemnestra kills her husband in revenge she in turn is murdered by their son orestes
with his sister electra s encouragement orestes is pursued by the furies and put on trial his fate decided by the goddess athena far more than the story of murder and
ven geance in the royal house of atreus the oresteia serves as a dramatic parable of the evolution of justice and civilization that is still powerful after 2 500
years the trilogy is presented here in george thomson s classic translation renowned for its fidelity to the rhythms and richness of the original greek

The Meaning of Life and Death

2019-09-19

what is the point of living if we are all going to die anyway if nothing will remain of whatever we achieve in this life why should we bother trying to achieve anything
in the first place can we be mortal and still live a meaningful life questions such as these have been asked for a long time but nobody has found a conclusive answer
yet the connection between death and meaning however has taken centre stage in the philosophical and literary work of some of the world s greatest writers fyodor
dostoyevsky leo tolstoy soren kierkegaard arthur schopenhauer herman melville friedrich nietzsche william james ludwig wittgenstein marcel proust and albert
camus this book explores their ideas weaving a rich tapestry of concepts voices and images helping the reader to understand the concerns at the heart of those
writers work and uncovering common themes and stark contrasts in their understanding of what kind of world we live in and what really matters in life

The Origin of Species and The Voyage of the 'Beagle'

2012-08-15

easily the most influential book published in the nineteenth century darwin s the origin of species is also that most unusual phenomenon an altogether readable
discussion of a scientific subject on its appearance in 1859 it was immediately recognized by enthusiasts and detractors alike as a work of the greatest importance
its revolutionary theory of evolution by means of natural selection provoked a furious reaction that continues to this day the origin of species is here published
together with darwin s earlier voyage of the beagle this 1839 account of the journeys to south america and the pacific islands that first put darwin on the track
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of his remarkable theories derives an added charm from his vivid description of his travels in exotic places and his eye for the piquant detail

A Printing History of Everyman's Library 1906-1982

2011

the total number of everyman s library volumes that still survive somewhere in the world exceeds 70 million since the inception of the library in 1906 nearly 1200
unique volumes have been published constantly placing the world s greatest books before a large public a few of these titles proved unpopular and were never
reprinted but most were reprinted dozens of times packaged in numerous ways and benefited from updated editorial work and book design over the last century terry
seymour has studied and researched every aspect of this great mass of books he now captures and distills this knowledge in a printing history of everyman s library
1906 1982 a critical feature of course is to update the various collecting factoids that have emerged since 2005 when his guide to collecting everyman s library
was published the meat of the new book however is the bibliographical entries section each volume that has ever been printed receives its own entry detailing every
printing each dust jacket variation any new introductions updated scarcity numbers and all relevant notes typically an entry contains at least six lines of
information but often much more in essence each entry is a story written exclusively about each volume armed with this resource collectors and booksellers can
know reliably everything about the everyman s library volume that sits on their shelf or is ready to be purchased or sold they will see how a book fits into the
total printing history of that title and be able to describe and value the book with precision to further enhance the value of this book color images illustrate all
of the key collecting points an extensive index of editors translators and artists is now included not just a solo effort the printing history has been vetted by other
expert collectors ensuring greater accuracy and comprehensiveness

The Collected Stories

2016-08-09

this generous collection of fifty two stories selected from across her prolific career by the author includes a preface in which she discusses the sources of her art a
widely admired master of the short story mavis gallant was a canadian born writer who lived in france and died in 2014 at the age of ninety one her more than one
hundred stories most published in the new yorker over five decades beginning in 1951 have influenced generations of writers and earned her comparisons to anton
chekhov henry james and george eliot she has been hailed by michael ondaatje as one of the great story writers of our time with irony and an unfailing eye for the
telling detail gallant weaves stories of spare complexity often pushing the boundaries of the form in boldly unconventional directions the settings in the collected
stories range from paris to berlin to switzerland from the italian riviera to the c�te d azur and her characters are almost all exiles of one sort or another as she
herself was for most of her expatriate life the wit and precision of her prose combined with her expansive view of humanity provide a rare and deep reading pleasure
with breathtaking control and compression gallant delivers a whole life a whole world in each story

The Sonnets and Narrative Poems

2015-07-08

if william shakespeare had never written a single play if his reputation rested entirely upon the substantial and sterling body of nondramatic verse he left behind he
would still hold the position he does in the hierarchy of world literature the strikingly modern sonnets intimate baroque and expansive at once the invigorating
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narratives drawn from classical subjects and the flawless lyricism represented by a poem like the phoenix and the turtle permanently deepen our understanding of the
multiplicity and extravagant energy of our greatest poet book jacket status not jacketed

Languages of Education

2012-01-06

in this landmark contribution to the study of the formation of the modern school daniel tr�hler applies one of the most recognized methods of historical research to
an analysis of the language of the academic discipline of education arguing the value of looking at languages rather than arguments langues rather than paroles
this method of historical research is used to examine the background of different philosophies theories or arguments of education specifically republicanism and
protestantism tr�hler s argument is that such analysis is essential to tracing back educational arguments to the ideological core of their concerns and thus to
understanding in international perspective the historical development of education systems and organizations and to evaluating their different theoretical and
political approaches and claims elegantly written with the historian s attention to archival material this book enables the reader to understand the complex and
different social cultural religious and political context factors embedded in the thought of schooling and its objects of scrutiny its notions of the child and
teacher languages of education is essential reading for scholars and students across the fields of history and philosophy of education curriculum studies and
comparative education

The Best of Archy and Mehitabel

2012-11-14

a selection of the best of the hilarious free verse poems by the irreverent cockroach poet archy and his alley cat pal mehitabel don marquis s famous fictional insect
appeared in his newspaper columns from 1916 into the 1930s and he has delighted generations of readers ever since a poet in a former life archy was reincarnated as a
bug who expresses himself by diving headfirst onto a typewriter his sidekick mehitabel is a streetwise feline who claims to have been cleopatra in a previous life as e b
white wrote in his now classic introduction the archy poems contain cosmic reverberations along with high comedy and have the jewel like perfection of poetry
adorned with george herriman s whimsical illustrations and including white s introduction our pocket poets selection the only hardcover archy and mehitabel in print
is a beautiful volume and perfectly sized for its tiny hero

Confessions of a Justified Sinner

2015-03-18

robert is a difficult and disturbed young man he turns to his calvinist faith for solace but finds it hard to get along with other people after he falls in with the
mysterious and charming gil martin his actions become more and more extreme he convinces himself that he is one of the chosen few and that therefore all his actions
are right and good even murder james hogg the ettrick shepherd was a poet novelist and farmer whose work was discovered by sir walter scott and admired by
writers as different as wordsworth and byron his most famous book the confessions of a justified sinner 1824 is striking in its use of calvinist doctrine demonology
and a highly modern psychological perception to tell the story of the criminal colwan deluded by occult forces into thinking he represents an instrument of divine
justice and vengeance introduction by roger lewis book jacket status not jacketed
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Meditations

2009-09-16

the roman emperor marcus aurelius antoninus a d 121 180 embodied in his person that deeply cherished ideal figure of antiquity the philosopher king his meditations are
not only one of the most important expressions of the stoic philosophy of his time but also an enduringly inspiring guide to living a good and just life written in
moments snatched from military campaigns and the rigors of politics these ethical and spiritual reflections reveal a mind of exceptional clarity and originality and a
spirit attuned to both the particulars of human destiny and the vast patterns that underlie it

Confessions

2015-04-01

rousseau s ideas have influenced almost every major political development of the last two hundred years and are crucial to an understanding of phenomena as diverse
as the french revolution modern educational theory and the contemporary environmental movement this is reason enough to draw attention to his startlingly alive
autobiography but the confessions is also among the greatest self portraits in world literature which suggests even more than the impact of rousseau s thought
the extent to which the very high opinion he had of himself was ultimately justified

Oblomov

2014-10-29

an everyman s library hardcover classic ivan goncharov s 1859 masterpiece a magnificent farce about a gentleman who spends the better part of his life in bed
brilliantly employs humor to explore the absurdities and injustices of an outmoded social order ilya ilyich oblomov is a good hearted nobleman whose majestic
slothfulness renders him incapable of making decisions or taking the simplest of actions raised in idyllic comfort on his family s country estate he has become so lazy
as an adult that he lets his affairs deteriorate and allows unscrupulous people to take advantage of his weakness and good nature living in a shabby apartment
and tended by his indolent serf zahar he relies on the efforts of his increasingly exasperated friend stolz to protect him from himself falling in love briefly rouses
oblomov to exert himself in courting olga a young woman stoltz introduces him to but his astonishing lethargy eventually defeats even their romance wildly
successful upon its publication oblomov was taken as a slyly subversive indictment of the uselessness and corruption of the nobility but the character of
goncharov s superfluous man is rendered in such vivid detail and epic richness that it transcends satire and achieves iconic status earning a place among the
masterworks of russian literature translated by natalie duddington book jacket status not jacketed

Milton: Poems

2012-07-25

from one of the most influential english poets of all time comes a selection of his most widely regarded work including portions of paradise lost his masterpiece and
one of the greatest epic poems in world literature the everyman s library pocket poets hardcover series is popular for its compact size and reasonable price which
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does not compromise content poems milton contains selections from milton s work including sonnets occasional poems portions of comus samson agonistes as well
as books i xii of paradise lost

Rossetti: Poems

2014-06-11

these everyman s library pocket poets hardcover editions are popular for their compact size and reasonable price which do not compromise content poems rossetti
contains a full selection of rossetti s work including her lyric poems dramatic and narrative poems rhymes and riddles sonnet sequences prayers and meditations and
an index of first lines

Letters

2015-04-01

immensely learned self educated in an era when formal schooling was denied to women mary wortley montagu was an admired poet a consistently scandalous doyenne
of eighteenth century london society and in a period when letter writing had been elevated to an art form one of the greatest letter writers in the english language
her epistles meant for both public and private consumption are the product of a mind distinguished by its adventurousness its indifference to convention and its
eagerness not only to acquire knowledge but to convey it with unmitigated style and grace book jacket status not jacketed

Poe: Poems

2014-05-28

poe s poems have been memorized and recited by millions among his best loved works are the raven with its hypnotic chant of nevermore and the sensuous and lyrical
annabel lee this collection includes all of poe s most popular rhymes

Robinson: Poems

2014-04-02

edwin arlington robinson 1869 1935 a three time winner of the pulitzer prize was the first of the great american modernist poets no poet ever understood loneliness
and separateness better than robinson james dickey has observed robinson s lyric poems illuminate the hearts and minds of the most unlikely subjects the downtrodden
the bereft and the misunderstood even while writing in meter and rhyme he used everyday language with unprecedented power wit and sensitivity with his keen
understanding of ordinary people and a gift for harnessing the rhythms of conversational speech robinson created the vivid character portraits for which he is best
known among them aunt imogen isaac and archibald miniver cheevy and richard cory most of his poems are set in the fictive tilbury town based on his boyhood home of
gardiner maine but his work reaches far beyond its particular locality in its focus on struggle and redemption in human experience
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Emerson: Poems

2012-07-18

ralph waldo emerson is one of the best loved figures in nineteenth century american literature though he earned his central place in our culture as an essayist and
philosopher since his death his reputation as a poet has grown as well known for challenging traditional thought and for his faith in the individual emerson was the
chief spokesman for the transcendentalist movement his poems speak to his most passionately held belief that external authority should be disregarded in favor of one
s own experience from the embattled farmers who fired the shot heard round the world in the stirring concord hymn to the flower in the rhodora whose existence
demonstrates that if eyes were made for seeing then beauty is its own excuse for being emerson celebrates the existence of the sublime in the human and in nature
combining intensity of feeling with his famous idealism emerson s poems reveal a moving more intimate side of the man revered as the sage of concord

Tennyson: Poems

2012-07-25

alfred lord tennyson was a more complex writer than his status as queen victoria s favorite poet might suggest though capable of rendering rapture and delight in
the most exquisite verse in another mode tennyson is brother in spirit to poe and baudelaire the author of dark passionate reveries and though he treasured poetic
tradition his work nevertheless engaged directly with the great issues of his time from industrialization and the crisis of faith to scientific progress and women s
rights a master of the short intense lyric he can also be sardonic humorous voluptuous earthy and satirical this collection includes of course such famous poems
as the lady of shalott and the charge of the light brigade there are extracts from all the major masterpieces idylls of the king the princess in memoriam and several
complete long poems such as ulysses and demeter and persephone that demonstrate his narrative grace finally there are many of the short lyrical poems such as come
into the garden maud and break break break for which he is justly celebrated

Shakespeare: Poems

2012-03-28

the everyman s library pocket poets hardcover series is popular for its compact size and reasonable price which does not compromise content poems shakespeare
contains selections from shakespeare s work including his sonnets his narrative poems venus and adonis and the rape of lucrece songs and speeches and an index of first
lines

Keats: Poems

2014-05-21

these everyman s library pocket poets hardcover editions are popular for their compact size and reasonable price which do not compromise content poems keats
contains a full selection of keats s work including his lyric poems narrative poems letters and an index of first lines
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Memoirs of a Nun

2015-03-18

memoirs of a nun which began as a joke and grew into a masterpiece was one of the loudest salvos fired in the continuing battles between the clergy and the
intelligentsia which defined so much of eighteenth century french history diderot s story of a novice held in a convent against her will and forced to undergo curious
spiritual and sexual trials displays all the brilliance icy wit and worldliness of the enlightenment at its best

Donne: Poems

2014-10-29

the everyman s library pocket poets hardcover series is popular for its compact size and reasonable price which does not compromise content poems donne contains
songs and sonnets letters to the countess of bedford the first anniversary holy sonnets divine poems excerpts from paradoxes and problems ignatius his conclave the
sermons essays and devotions and an index of first lines

Fathers and Children

2011-11-16

one of the grestest of the classic russian novels this universal tale of generational conflict is set at a moment of historic social upheaval just before the
emancipation of the serfs in 1861 when arkady kirsanov returns home from university his father and uncle find to their bafflement and dismay that the naive and
impressionable young man has come under the sway of the charismatic new friend he brings with him a fervent nihilist yevgeny bazarov passionately rejects traditional
values and authority and wants to overturn the oppressive landowning system that supports russian society and his own parents as bazarov provokes the
disapproval of his elders falls unsuccessfully in love and fights a duel he moves like a storm cloud through this sensuous dramatically paced account of russia on
the brink of change ivan turgenev s greatest fictional character is as compelling and as enigmatic as the country whose turmoil he so vividly represents introduction
by john bayley translation by avril pyman

A Child's Garden of Verses

2012-10-17

first published in 1885 stevenson s verses so truly reflect the feelings of young children about being small the bliss of going up in a swing so high discovering one s
shadow happiness and sorrow and dreaming that they have never ceased to be an essential part of a child s library robinson s beautiful pictures originally appeared in
1896 in the first illustrated edition
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Collected Stories of Henry James

2014-08-20

encompassing a period of almost fifty years the stories of henry james represent the most remarkable feat of sustained literary creation in modern times for sheer
richness variety and intensity they have no equal in fiction enabling us to trace the evolution of a great writer in the finest detail this collection reprints all the
major stories together with many unfamiliar but equally intriguing pieces that illuminate their more celebrated companions volume 2 takes us from the private life of
1892 to james s last story a round of visits published in 1910 these are the magnificent works of james s maturity the death of the lion the altar of the dead the
figure in the carpet the turn of the screw in the cage the beast in the jungle and many others in which the deepening darkness of the author s life casts a tragic but
heroic shadow on the themes of his youth contents of volume 2 the private life the real thing owen wingrave the middle years the death of the lion the coxon fund the
next time the altar of the dead the figure in the carpet the turn of the screw in the cage the real right thing the great good place miss gunton of poughkeepsie the
abasement of the northmores the special type the tone of time the two faces the beldonald holbein the story in it flickerbridge the beast in the jungle the papers
fordham castle julia bride the jolly corner crapy cornelia the bench of desolation a round of visits

The Old Testament

2015-04-22

in his introduction to the everyman s library edition of the old testament in the king james version george steiner reminds us of the literary grandeur uniqueness and
centrality of the bible what you have in hand is not a book it is the book that of course is what bible means it is the book which not only in western humanity defines
the concept of a text all our other books however different in matter or method relate be it indirectly to this book of books all other books be they histories
narrations of the imaginary codes of law moral treatises lyric poems dramatic dialogues theological philosophic meditations are like sparks often to be sure distant
tossed by an incessant breath from a central fire in the western condition but also in other parts of the planet to which the good book has been taken the bible
largely informs our historical and social identity no other book is like it all other books are inhabited by the murmer of that distant source steiner underlines as
well our great good fortune in being able to read the bible which has been translated in whole or in part into more than two thousand languages in the resplendent
language of seventeenth century england this is the instrument of spenser of shakespeare of bacon of donne and the young milton it encompasses the organblasts of
the queen s rhetoric sidney s intimacies of desire the lapidary lightness of ben jonson and the compaction of the early metaphysical poets it can command seduce
enchant and think aloud as never before or since there could not have been a moment a climate of feeling and general discourse more apt to engender the two foremost
constructs in the language shakespeare and the king james version

Renewing the Joys of Teaching

2023-06-02

american education is in a funk and it has been since the very start of the covid19 epidemic during the 4th quarter of the 2019 20 school year when schools across
the country closed up shop or turned to what proved to be inadequate virtual learning methods as if this weren t alarming enough much of the malaise that set in
then has yet to dissipate teacher shortages lingering and unremediated student learning loss a lack of substitute teachers and a dearth of applicants for para
educators and other classified employees stubbornly persist so how do we get back to the old days when there was still so much joy in coming to school each day
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the ancient yet surprisingly modern philosophy of stoicism may hold the key even in today s increasingly diverse culture by examining the underlying principles and a set
of practical techniques from this philosophical school as outlined in this book school people teachers administrators teachers aides and others may very well find a
way back to happiness and tranquility in the profession they have always loved

Life in the Market Ecosystem

2014-11-13

life in the market ecosystem the second book inthe nature of liberty trilogy confronts evolutionary psychology head on it describes the evolutionary psychologists
theory of gene culture co evolution which states that although customs and culture are not predetermined by anyone s genetic makeup one s practice of a custom
can influence the likelihood of that person having children and grandchildren therefore according to the theory customs count as evolutionary adaptations
extending that theory further as entire systems of political economy capitalism socialism and hunter gatherer subsistence consist of multiple customs and
institutions it follows that an entire political economic system can likewise be classified as an evolutionary adaptation considering that liberal republican
capitalism has insofar as the system has been implemented done more to reduce the mortality rate and secure human fertility than other models of societal structure
it stands to reason that liberal republican capitalism is itself a beneficent evolutionary adaptation moreover as essential tenets of rand s objectivism individualism
observation based rationality and peaceable self interest have been integral to the development of the capitalist ecosystem important aspects of the objectivism are
worthwhile adaptations as well this book shall uphold that position as well as combat critiques by evolutionary psychologists and environmentalists who
denounce capitalism as self destructive instead capitalism is the most sustainable and fairest political model this book argues that of all the philosophies
objectivism is the one that is most fit for humanity

��������������

1920

publishers weekly starred review one of the top 100 books and one of the 5 best books in religion for 2019 publishers weekly christianity today 2020 book award
winner spiritual formation outreach 2020 resource of the year spiritual growth foreword indies 2019 honorable mention for religion this is not a book about saint
augustine in a way it s a book augustine has written about each of us popular speaker and award winning author james k a smith has spent time on the road with
augustine and he invites us to take this journey too for this ancient african thinker knows far more about us than we might expect following smith s successful you
are what you love this book shows how augustine can be a pilgrim guide to a spirituality that meets the complicated world we live in augustine says smith is the
patron saint of restless hearts a guide who has been there asked our questions and knows our frustrations and failed pursuits augustine spent a lifetime searching
for his heart s true home and he can help us find our way what makes augustine a guide worth considering says smith is that he knows where home is where rest can be
found what peace feels like even if it is sometimes ephemeral and elusive along the way addressing believers and skeptics alike this book shows how augustine s timeless
wisdom speaks to the worries and struggles of contemporary life covering topics such as ambition sex friendship freedom parenthood and death as smith vividly and
colorfully brings augustine to life for 21st century readers he also offers a fresh articulation of christianity that speaks to our deepest hungers fears and hopes

On the Road with Saint Augustine

2019-10-01
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this collection explores how anthologizers and editors of edgar allan poe play an integral role in shaping our conceptions of poe as the author we have come to
recognize revere and critique today in the spheres of literature and popular culture poe wields more global influence than any other u s author this influence
however cannot be attributed solely to the quality of poe s texts or to his compellingly tragic biography rather his continued prominence as a writer owes much to
the ways that poe has been interpreted portrayed and packaged by an extensive group of mediators ranging from anthologizers editors translators and fellow
writers to literary critics filmmakers musicians and illustrators in this volume the work of presenting poe s texts for public consumption becomes a fascinating
object of study in its own right one that highlights the powerful and often overlooked influence of those who have edited anthologized translated and adapted the
author s writing over the past 170 years

Who Distributes what and where

1982

bearing witness to the witness examines the different methods of testimony given by trauma victims and the ways in which these can enrich or undermine the ability of
the reader to witness them years of listening to both direct and indirect testimonies on trauma has lead dana amir to identify four modes of witnessing trauma the
metaphoric mode the metonymic mode the excessive mode and the muselmann mode in doing so the author demonstrates the importance of testimony in understanding the
nature of trauma and therefore how to respond to trauma more adequately in a clinical psychoanalytic setting to follow these four modes of interaction with the
traumatic memory the various chapters of the book present a close reading of three genres of traumatic witnessing literary accounts by holocaust survivors
memoirs located between autobiographic recollection and fiction and raw testimonies taken from holocaust survivors since every traumatic testimonial narrative
contains a combination of all four modes with various shifts between them it is of crucial importance to identify the singular combination of modes that
characterizes each traumatic narrative focusing on the specific areas within which a shift occurs from one mode to another such a focus is extremely important as
illustrated and analyzed throughout this book to the rehabilitation of the psychic metabolic system which conditions the digestion of traumatic materials allowing
a metaphoric working through of traumatic zones that were so far only accessible to repetition and evacuation bearing witness to the witness will appeal to
trauma researchers of all research areas including psychologists psychoanalysts literary scholars as well as philosophers of language and philosophers of the
mind the book will also be of interest and relevance to clinical psychologists psychoanalytic candidates and graduate students in literary theory and criticism
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1929

the complicit text failures of witnessing in postwar fiction identifies the causes of complicity in the face of unfolding atrocities by examining the works of albert
camus milan kunera kazuo ishiguro w g sebald thomas pynchon and margaret atwood ivan stacy argues that complicity often stems from narrative failures to bear
witness to wrongdoing however literary fiction he contends can at once embody and examine forms of complicity on three different levels as a theme within literary
texts as a narrative form and also as it implicates readers themselves through empathetic engagement with the text furthermore stacy questions what forms of non
complicit action are possible and explores the potential for productive forms of compromise stacy discusses both individual dilemmas of complicity in the shadow of
world war ii and collective complicity in the context of contemporary concerns such as the hegemony of neoliberalism and the climate emergency
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Anthologizing Poe

2020-08-06

publishers in 160 countries major booksellers and libraries

International literary market place

1988

Bearing Witness to the Witness

2018-09-20

International Literary Market Place. European Edition

1987

The Complicit Text

2020-12-10

International Literary Market Place

1990
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